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Abstract8

Congestion control is a vital issue in computer networks, especially the Internet. It has always9

been one of the basic subjects in the field of research. According to the increasing number on10

the Internet users, its function and services, the traffic of the Internet is highly being11

increased. By developing in technology however, capacity of data transferring is increasing;12

but all these developments do not guarantee the utilization of the Internet when it faces traffic13

overload. For this reason, improvement in congestion control mechanism is a matter that14

guarantees the utilization of the Internet and lost against network overload. We believe that15

this issue can be evaluated in accordance with the theories in economy science. The main goal16

of these theories is to maximize public welfare for people in the society. On the other hand,17

economy is also the best mathematical tool in order to help recognize hidden dependencies18

among different network demanding. On this base, we have designed an economical system to19

give initial services for networkers by early servers. In this system, the width of the band20

needed for each service proposed as goods. Early servers and their contributors play the role21

of producers, and all the users are consumers. Proposed algorithm is paved in NS-2 simulated22

networks and has been compared with XCP and TCP algorithms. The results of this23

simulation show the success of the proposed way in high utilization and less packet losing.24

25

Index terms— congestion control, economy science, micro economy, producer, consumer.26
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simulated networks and has been compared with XCP and TCP algorithms. The results of this simulation show42
the success of the proposed way in high utilization and less packet losing. Introduction ongestion happens when43
the total number of demand precedes the capacity of the network. The result of this situation is increasing in44
round trip time, losing in packets and probability of congestion destruction. In such a situation, connection45
capacity is usually occupied and routing will be low. The goal of studies and research in the field of congestion46
control is to design and analyze contributed algorithm to share with network sources among competitive users.47

According to the binary role of the network users, as senders and receivers, they can be simulated to an48
economical system. From the point of micro economy, there are three main elements in each economy system:49
goods, producers and consumers. The main goal of micro economy theory is to use the selfish trends of market50
staff in a way that it lasts in economy mediation and maximum social welfare.51

Since the factors affecting in economical markets are naturally selfish and want to achieve their Author ? :52
E-mail : yasser.narimani@yahoo.com users can be modeled in accordance with micro economy theory.53

In the current study, using the theory of micro economy, we give a framework in which the producer are initial54
servers, and service routers who give services to other nodes. Consumers, in this economy are all network senders.55
The goods are as the same as band width. The given framework includes the affairs that are inspired by micro56
economy with the related algorithm. a) ECCP Algorithm Demand and contribution are economical models in57
which the effect of price on the amount is checked in a competitive market. Price effects on the consumers’58
demand. As a result, economy will get to its mediation in attention to price and amount. The amount of demand59
from the consumer side depends on the price of the product. Demand rule says that by fixing other factors,60
demands are less in high prices and high in low prices. In competitive markets, balanced price and balanced61
amount of goods are determined by demand and contribution. In higher prices, lack of demands is possible and62
results in over contribution. This over contribution puts pressure on the price and causes the price to return to63
its previous level (balanced price). After all, the price tends to be fixed and progressive.64

2 b) Function of ECCP Algorithm65

Our proposed algorithm works in two separate levels: i. Router When a packet is sent by a sender, at first time,66
related fields are encoded by 0, and when it is received by the router, the receiver labels the same fields and67
resends to router. Now the pack comes to the router, the price and the shipping costs of the packet are calculated68
by router and resent to the sender in the same fields. According to the price, the amount of asset and costs are69
known for the senders and they send other packets.70

3 Price Calculation71

Moment price is a function of utilization, queue length, available band width and round trip time. The relationship72
between factors and moment price as Moment price has direct relation with utilization, since by the time73
utilization goes up it means that the whole band width is being used, so we probably will evident the loss74
of the packets and congestion. In this case, we suppose that when the utilization goes high, the price goes high.n75
Utilizatio P i ? b. Queue Length76

The moment price also has a direct relationship with queue length. In this case we propose that if the length77
of queue increases, the price will go up. According to this situation, sender, with the amount of asset in his hand,78
cannot buy lots of packets in high price. As a result, the length of the queue decreases and so as the congestion79
and packet loss will be vanished.80

4 Queue81

P i ? c. Band Width82
From other hand, the price that we have proposed for the packet has a reciprocal relation with the band width,83

because if we had extra band width we would try to occupy all the band width to maximize the utilization of84
the system, so we have to decrease the price in order for the sender to have more packet demands.85

5 BandWidth86

6 RTT P i 1 ?87

According to what was mentioned, we can generally get the moment price with the below formula:RTT SB Q U88
P i * * =89

The price which has been calculated above is the moment price of the packets, but in order not to make90
moment decisions about price and shopping packets, we extract a function in which moment price and mean of91
previous prices are entered and then we will decide whether we buy the packets or not. The mentioned function92
is as below:n M n n i i T P M P P ? ? + = ? ? ? = 193

As it is seen in above relation, for moment and average price, there is a special weight proposed that declares94
? and ? orderly.95

Based on the studies and research, we proposed 0.85 and 0.15 for ? and ? orderly II.96
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7 Cost Calculation97

Each sender wants to send some packets (according to the congestion windows size) with certain price, so the98
shipping cost for each sender comes from the formula below:t i P Cwnd Cost * ?99

From other hand, the overall cost of certain number of sent packets comes from the formula below.T i i P Rtt100
Cwnd C * = III.101

8 Calculation of Sender’s Asset102

In this stage, we calculate the total asset of a source to help him make clear of putting a number to the congestion103
window based on his asset and packet prices. For this reason, the relative asset of a source is being calculated as104
below.105

If the whole available band width is proposed as SB, and the number of senders as f, so the formula will be:f106
SB ASSET = i107

In order to get the final asset of each sender, we subtract the costs from his relative asset.108

9 ? ? ?109

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = T i i P Rtt Cwnd f SB * ASSET T110
According to whatever mentioned, we have calculated moment price, final price, costs of senders, senders’111

relative asset and senders’ final asset in router so far. Now it’s the time to put field packets in above amounts112
and send them to the sender to determine the area of the congestion window with them and start to resend the113
packets.114

Therefore, we propose the amount of a field equals to the final price of the packet and final asset of the packet,115
and then send it to the sender.116

10 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology117

Volume XIII Issue II Version I When a packet sent by router received by sender, the sender will check the related118
fields and make decision according to its amount, so two cases will appear:119

i. If the amount of final asset proceeds final price, it means that the source can send more packets in band120
width. The number of packets (congestion windows size) comes from the formula below: ? ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?121
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? = 1 * ii.122

If the final asset of the source is less than final price, the source cannot send any packet, but in order to get a123
feedback from network situation and calculate needed fields, we just send one packet to get the amount of router124
fields and make sender able to decide on new amounts. In order to do this:1 = i Cwnd b) Simulation125

In order to simulate the proposed algorithm, we have used NS-2 software. The properties of simulation is as126
below: three hundred senders want to send data in which there is a bottle neck between two routers. Band width127
for sending data is 30 Mb/s. We can easily see the high utilization of proposed algorithm related to XCP and128
TCP.129

As it is seen, XCP protocol has been descended in early stages, and after sometimes more descending is seen.130
In TCP also we see more movements while our proposed protocol has less descending.131

ii. Losing of the Packets Figure 6 shows the results of losing packets based on proposed algorithm. One of the132
advantages of XCP is that, the number of lost packets is zero, but as it was seen in figures above, the number133
of lost packets in simulated model in ECCP protocol is less than XCP protocol which cannot be prepared with134
TCP model.135

11 IV.136

12 Conclusion137

In this study, we worked on the evaluation of economic affairs for having better band width in computer networks,138
particularly on the Internet. For this aim, we modeled the behavior of networkers using theories in micro economy.139
According to the theories in micro economy, the percent of changes in demanding products can be evaluated140
based on product price. For this reason, an algorithm has been designed to control the calculated price in router141
in accordance with senders’ demanding. By this we can control the congestion in the network and improve142
utilization. 1 2 3143
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Figure 5: Figure
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Figure 7: Figure 4 :
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